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Faculty Senate passes
resolution to rename Tillman
Kelsey Morgan
News Editor
Clemson's Faculty Senate
met yesterday at 2:30 p.m.
and has passed a resolution
requesting administration to
immediately address the topic
of renaming Tillman Hall.
Vice-President
of
the Faculty Senate, James
McCubbin, said on the matter,
"What we've done is made
a statement that we feel that
Tillman Hall has a negative
impact on our mission success
and in the name of developing
a campus climate of inclusion
and
diversity,
we
have
recommended that the faculty
consider renaming."
McCubbin said that the
Faculty Senate has no direct
control over administration
or the Board of Trustees.
McCubbin also said, "We are
uncertain that this will ever
come to be, but we feel that
this resolution will contribute
to the campus discussion that
is part of the healing process."
McCubbin said that they
have not yet received a formal
response from administration,
but that it has only been a
short amount of time since the
resolution was presented.
On the timing of the
resolution, McCubbin said that
it was not done as a response to
the statement in Almeda Jack's
email to the students that said,
"There is no active proposal
under consideration to change
any building names."
"The reason we chose to
do that at this time is that we
are beginning a new process
of strategic planning," said
McCubbin, "and as part of
the planning process we realize
that we have to be able to

Controversy over the legacy of Ben Tillman continues.

create a climate with a diversity
of ideas, and we have to
recruit a [diverse] faculty, and
we have to recruit a student
body that will be able to lead
that state and the nation in a
global economy."
Regarding the belief that
the university would only
be covering up history by
renaming Tillman, McCubbin
said, "We aren't trying to hide
the past, but we are trying to
take control of the future."
He also said part of the
wording of the resolution
said, "We recommend the
current name of the building

be remembered in a plaque,
serving as historical and
educational purpose."
McCubbin said, "Some
people fear the slippery slope
[of renaming buildings] —
we start with Tillman, and
where do we end? The slippery
slope is a logical fallacy, and
we feel that the deeds of
Benjamin Tillman — while
he has an important and
valuable role in Clemson- we
feel that his words and deeds
in the disenfranchisement
of a significant part of the
population of South Carolina
has an ongoing negative

impact on the mission success
of Clemson University."
On the matter, recent
Clemson
graduate
Kalon
Davis said, "Honesdy, from
a personal point, it doesn't
really matter to me. I already
have been here, I've finished
school, I've had classes in
Tillman. Everyone is making it
a big deal, and it's really not a
big deal."
Senior political science
major Jake Bayer said of the
issue, "I think it's interesting,
especially with the stance of
VP of Student Affairs Almeda
Jacks saying that there's no
intent to change the name
right now, so I think that the
disagreement
is
definitely
going to be interesting to
watch in the upcoming weeks.
But I definitely am on the side
of Ms. Jacks."
In early January,
a
group called The Coalition
of
Concerned
Students
presented the faculty with a
list of grievances, one of which
requested the renaming of
certain buildings on campus
due to the offensive history
of those for whom they
were named.
In late January, Clemson's
Graduate Student Government
also passed a resolution for
Tillman's name to be changed.
At the Board of Trustees
meeting on Friday, Feb. 6,
Chairman
David Wilkins
said of the request to rename
Tillman Hall, "The Board
of Trustees is committed to
diversity. We realize there is
work to be done ... [But] I
can tell you that there is no
intention on the part of this
board to begin the process of
changing names of buildings
on campus."

"Dear White People" has become a critically acclaimed film that focuses on a minority group in college.

Race and University Series to host
"Dear White People"
Galen Hamrick
Contributor
Tomorrow evening, the
Race and University Series will
be presenting the films "Breaking
the Huddle" and "Dear White
People" at McKissick Theater in
Hendrix Student Center.
The former is a short film
about the integration of college
football, which will be shown at
6 p.m., that is to be followed by
a 20-minute student dialogue.
Student
peer
facilitators,
members of Delta Sigma Theta
sorority, President of Sigma
Gamma Rho Asha Simpson,
Undergraduate Student Body
President Maddy Thompson
and Gantt Center representative
Dion
Harry
will
lead
the discussion.
At 7:30 p.m., after the
conclusion of the dialogue,
organizers will present a screening
of "Dear White People," which is
a feature-length film that centers
on the story of several African• * please recycleTHE TIGER

American students attending a
predominately white university.
When tasked with describing
the plot of the movie, Simpson
said, "The white students host
an offensively themed party. It
enrages the African-American
students, so they respond by
pushing to have ^^■MHMi
their voices heard
on campus to say
why this is wrong
as the srory frames
their
struggle
within the context
of all of the
character's lives."
Although
the plot is fiction,
Simpson
states
that it contains ^^^^^^^^
shades of truth.
"The director based it on
something that happened to
him at his alma mater," Simpson
said. "He felt like this needed to
be told so that people will realize
things like this are still happening
when they shouldn't be."

After the film, strident
leaders will open the floor to
an in-depth dialogue intended
to bring the proceeds of the
evening together and offer a
forum for participants to provide
their input.
Simpson hopes to initiate
MMi^H^ healthy debate,
saying, "One of
the
questions
I'm trying to
expand
upon
in the forum is
whether
postracial
America
does or does not
exist, and see
what
people's
thoughts on that
-Dion Harry
may be."
Undergraduate
Student Body President Maddy
Thompson said that she is excited
to be pan of something that
brings different people together
to talk about poignant issues and
lets true, honest dialogue happen.
Thompson
said,

"I do hope that
it's not just
people talking at
one another, but
talking with one
another."

o
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"Hopefully, this will be a unifying
factor ... the problem is that
often we get stuck on our own
beliefs and what we've grown up
with, but we've never stopped
to think about what someone
else is feeling or walk a mile
in their shoes."
Gantt Center representative
Dion Harry feels the films
and forum will contribute
to the campus. Harry said,
"Many people didn't really see
the problem with having the
'Cripmas' party last semester
... I think this opportunity will
give Clemson University another
viewpoint on where our AfricanAmerican community is coming
from in this situation."
Harry elaborates that he
has high hopes for the event,
explaining, "I really do hope
that it's not just people talking
at one another, but talking with
one another and trying to get an
understanding of where each side
is coming from and the progress
being made."
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Tyler Krieger led the team in batting last year.

Baseball is back
Duggar, Krieger and
Crownover look to lead
Tigers back to NCAA
Tournament
Elaine Day
Sports Editor
Valentine's Day is rapidly
approaching in Tigertown,
and that can only mean one
thing: the start of Clemson's
baseball
season.
Opening
Day is tomorrow at 4 p.m. as
the Tigers begin the first of
a three-game series with the
West Virginia Mountaineers
in the remodeled Doug
Kingsmore
Stadium.
The
stadium construction, which is
still underway in regards to the
new player facility and locker
room, revamped both dugouts
in order to accommodate fieldlevel seating that brings fans
even closer to the action.
"I'm excited to get the
season underway," said Head
Coach Jack Leggett, who has
coached the Tigers to 923
wins in his 21 seasons as head
coach, ranking seventh in the
nation for wins during that
time span. "We have a good
mix of players returning with
some great leadership qualities
that will make for an exciting
2015 season. We have a tough
schedule again in 2015,
including many challenging
games in and out of the ACC.
I'm looking forward to see how
we compete with some of the
best programs in the nation."
The
Tigers,
who
unexpectedly made it in to
the NCAA Tournament last
season, look to return and
make a run for Omaha in
2015. They appear poised to
do so, as they have returned
some of their most consistent
players from last season. Five
of nine Tiger starters in the
field returned for another
season in the orange and
purple, including their 2014
batting leader, junior infielder
Tyler Krieger. Krieger, who is
a co-captain and switch-hitter,
hit .338 in the 2014 season,
fifth-best in the ACC, and will
either replace the MLB-bound
Jay Baum at shortstop or Steve
Wilkerson, who graduated last
spring, at second base.
The Tigers also returned
junior right fielder Steven

First Copy Free

Duggar, who found himself
back in the national spotlight
earlier this week; he was one
of 50 players nationally to
be named to the preseason
Golden Spikes Award watch
list. The award is given to the
top amateur baseball player in
the country and is sponsored
by Major League Baseball.
The 38th annual Golden
Spikes Award winner will be
announced on June 23 in Los
Angeles, California. Fans will
be able to be a part of the vote
on May 22 and can go online
to GoldenSpikesAward.com to
do so. Duggar has started all
123 Clemson games in right
field for the past two seasons,
compiling 14 outfield assists
and batting .297 for his career
with the Tigers. This season,
Duggar is a team co-captain
and a preseason All-American
as named by multiple sources.
On the mound, the Tigers
welcome back junior lefty
Matthew Crownover, who
returned to Tigertown despite
being drafted by the San
Francisco Giants in the 21st
round of the 2014 MLB
draft. Outside of Daniel
Gossett, who left after being
drafted by the Oakland
Athletics last year, Crownover
was the Tigers' top pitcher.
In 30 starts over the past two
seasons, Crownover has a 2.60
ERA and is in the top four in
Clemson history in walks per
nine innings pitched'(1.97)
and strikeout-to-walk ratio
(3.65). He was a force in 2014,
pitching his way to a ThirdTeam
All-ACC
selection
with a 2.90 ERA with 90
strikeouts and only 20 walks
in 99.1 innings.
Krieger,
Duggar,
Crownover
and
other
returning faces, like sophomore
catcher Chris Okey and senior
centerfielder and co-captain
Tyler Slaton, will take the
field on Friday at 4 p.m.,
Saturday at the new time of
2:30 p.m. (directly after the
men's basketball game against
Virginia Tech) and Sunday at
1 p.m. Gates open 90 minutes
prior to the first pitch.
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UNDERGRADUATE PRESIDENTIAL AND
VICE-PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES
INTERVIEWS BY: JORDAN BYRNE, ASST. NEWS EDITOR
FOR FULL INTERVIEWS,
SEETNEmERNEWS.COM

The Tiger News (TTN): Why
are you two running? What
are the main factors behind
your candidacy?

.

KIH MOORE AND
RAEGAN
MCCULLOUGH
PTTj
w^
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Raegan: Well, we have similar
reasons but we both have the
same purpose. They were both
sparked at different times in our
lives and by different situations.
Mine was in 10th grade and my
father passed away. At his funeral
he had 4,000 people come, each
one shaking our hand telling us
a different story how he changed
their life, how he added to their
life. And it was all out of the
kindness of his heart and that
passion to serve others before
yourself was passed on to me.

IK
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Courtesy of www.mooreandmccullough.wi:

Kite Growing up I loved
Clemson unconditionally. It was
the only school; it was the only
college. My family is from a rural
part of South Carolina and we
believe in agriculture. We believe
in what Mr. Clemson believed in,
in our roots and in our heritage.
I believe in Clemson. And that's
why we're running.

CHECK OUT KIH AND RAEGAN AT
WWW.M00REMDmCULL0UGHMX.COM

The Tiger News (TTN): Why
are you two running? What
ate oie main factors behind
your candidacy?
Matt: Our slogan is "For all
students" and we're excited about
expanding the reach of student
government to really make an
impact in every single student's
life. There are just so many
students that are involved with
so many different things and
we feel like student government
could really do a better job of
being that representative body
and really making a difference in
their every day lives.
TTN: You mentioned as part of
your platform that, if elected,
you would want to work
towards a better academic
experience for students by
improving academic advising.
What have you been hearing
from students about this
subject and what are some
specific areas you believe you
could improve upon?
Matt: Well, we did a survey this
past fall and collected a bit of data.
We definitely hear stories from
students that their advisor gave
them wrong advice or sometimes
we hear horror stories that they
didn't graduate on time because
they were advised wrong. Those
are just things that can ruin so
many things that students have
going on. But we've also heard
many stories about an advisor

being the reason a student
chooses a certain career field. So
we've definitely just heard such a
variety in advising and we know
it can be so good because we
hear that from students. But it's
not quite all there and there are
definitely some students falling
through the clacks, I guess you
could say.
TTN: What are your thoughts
on making CUSG more
transparent? How would you
interact and hear from students
in a productive way?
Destinee: I honesdy think that is
something we're trying to work
on. We're trying to take a lot of
measures to make sure the things
we're doing inside of student
government are being publicized.
We hate knowing students feel
like that because I know when
Matt and I go into senate on
Monday nights, our aim is to
represent the student body as best
we possibly can. So to know that
some students think we feel elite,
we never want them to feel like
that. We just want them to feel
as if we are representing them to
the best of our abilities not trying
to think we are in a hierarchy or
bettei than them, at all.
TTN: You talk about ensuring
CUSG events are zero waste
and want to continue to
educate students on the
importance of sustainability,
what does this importance

TTN: Your platform list
includes points on parking

mean to you personally and
how would you specifically
go
about
implementing
these policies?
Mate How I am inspired by
sustainability is talking to students
who are really passionate about
it, whether it's environmental
engineering majors or students
who are just really excited about
it. There are students I've talked
to on senate and outside that
are just so excited about making
Clemson greener. So when I see
their passion, that's what gets me
excited about sustainability at
Clemson, I think when it comes
to zero waste, if CUSG is going
to talk about sustainability we
have to be a leader on campus in
terms of our own events and how
we go out of our way to make
sure we're lessening our impact.
TTN: Both of you are certainly
aware of the events that
occurred towards the end of last
semester with minority groups
protesting and coming out
against underrepresentation.
What are your thoughts on the
situation, how do you feel that
situation could be amended,
and how would you make
your student government "For
all students?"
Destinee: Well one of our big
platfoim ideas is to make sure
we have an inclusive community.
We're going to try and be the
direct answer to what those

The Tiger News (TTN): Why
are you two running? What
are the main factors behind
your candidacy?

SHANNON KAY AND
SHAQ THOMAS

Courtesy of www.shannon-shaq.com

CHECK OUT SHANNON AND SHAQ AT
WWW.SHANN0N-SHAQ.COM

Shannon & Shaq: When we first
discussed the prospect of running
together for Student Body
President and Vice President, we
both adamantly emphasized that
we wanted to run for the right
reasons, meaning we wanted to
run because we believe we could
best serve Clemson University,
not because we wanted to add
something to our resume. We
discussed three main factors
that ultimately contributed to
our decision to run: to reinvest
in a university that has invested
so much in us as individuals, to
make a positive difference in the
Clemson Community and to
represent the ideals and desires
of our fellow Clemson Students.
TTN: You mention in your
platform that you want to
promote the military presence
on campus by adding a Military
Chair
to
Undergraduate
Student Government. What
is your motivation behind
this particular policy and
how do you plan to go about
achieving it?
Shannon & Shaq: As you
mentioned, Clemson University

^^M

ticket forgiveness and a dead
week before finals, both of
which would certainly be
a popular policy among
students. How would you go
about implementing these
policies and do you genuinely
feel they can be approved?
Kite I 100 percent believe the
parking forgiveness is doable.
As a matter of fact, we've been
talking about it in senate for a
couple of years now but it's never
been carried out. Last Monday
night in senate, Dan Hoffman
with Parking and Transportation
Services, said it is possible. As
far as dead week I've talked to
several tenured professors; they
don't think it's possible because
that's two weeks in the calendar
year. But I think we can go to the
provost and talk to the provost,
that's our plan of action.
TTN: Another one of the
points I found interesting was
the creation of a director of
greek affairs. Could you tell
me a bit more about the
proposed
position
and
how it differs from the
position
currently
held

students are feeling last semester
and getting to talk to a lot of
them we believe that some of
the things that Matt and I want
to do is get funding to those
underrepresented organizations
and we definitely want to make
sure that they feel like they are
included even though they
might have smaller numbers.
So from looking and listening
to what they had to say last
semester, it seems like those are
the main things they want. They
want to be recognized and they
want funding to help them better
their organizations and not to be
just pushed off to the side and I
think that is very important to
. Matt and I.

by Mr. Gary Wiser, director of
fraternity and sorority life?
Kite I think that is key to our
campaign right now. First of
all, Mr. Wiser is not a student.
This would be a student owned
cabinet just like your freshman
council director. This would just
be a student. After everything
that happened last yeat, it's a way
for student government to say,
"Hey, we're here, and this is what
we're going to try and do to keep
everyone on the same page."
TTN: On your website you
are quoted as saying, "It is
our goal to unite the students,
faculty, and staff to be One
Clemson,
One
Family."
How would you address the
situation of minority groups
feeling underrepresented and
unite the Clemson family as
you mentioned?
Kite It truly bothers me that all
students don't love Clemson as
much as I do. And we will do
whatever we can to work with
administration, to change some
things, to make sure everyone
feels as loved at home. But,

Raegan and I are also going to
stand and defend the Clemson
we love and protect the Clemson
that we grew up loving.
Raegan: We don't mind going
out of our way to meet with
people to talk to anyone who
feels like we could help change
their experience, we hate to hear
that, it really breaks our hearts.
And because of that we will take
action and we will do what needs
to be done, but it takes someone
standing up and bringing that
problem to us so that we can
discuss a solution.
TTN: Why Kitt Moore and
Raegan McCullough? Why
should people vote for you?
What sets you apart?
Raegan: What separates us from
the rest is that we have a natural
passion and will to serve. It's
genuine. It's humble, and it's real.
And because of that, everything
else flows frotn that, from that
passion. If you have the heart,
you can conquer it all. And that's
what we have, we have the heart
of a Tiger and boy we're ready to
represent it.

MATT ABRAMS AND
DESTINEE WILSON

TTN: Why Matt Abrams and
Destinee Wilson? Why should
people vote for you? What sets
you apart?
Mate These aren't just things
that are a list that sound really
nice, these are things that we're
passionate about, a CUSG that
works, all of these things are
important. We both believe
student government should
be more than just another
organization certain students
really enjoy, it should be a
group of students that's teally
challenging themselves to go out
and understand the views of all
students, for all students. And to
really represent students, we need
to take a more proactive role in
seeking that out.

was created as and still remains
a land grant institution, which
means we must always fulfill
three requirements: military,
agriculture
and
mechanics.
Although Clemson satisfies
the
Military
requirement
with our ROTC program, we
would like to create a stronger
appreciation and undemanding
of our historical military heritage
throughout the Student Body.
In order to do so, we want to
add a Military Chair to Student
Government in a manner
comparable to that of the
Agriculture Chair. Our vision
for the Military Chair includes
emphasizing already existing
military heritage events, creating
a video series of local Clemson
alumni veterans and their stories,
and acknowledging the history
of our military heritage.
TTN:
Recently,
there
has
been
an
outcry
from
minority
students
regarding underrepresentation
at
Clemson
University.
If elected, how might you
respond to these groups
and
work
with
them
to ensure they are able to
experience
Clemson
as
everyone
should,
while
still
remaining
true
to
the values and traditions
of the university?

Courtesy of Matt Abrams and Destinee Wilson

CHECK OUT MATT AND DESTINEE AT
NfMW.AMrT4NDDESrflVfE.COM

Shannon & Shaq: First off, we
recognize the social injustice
and the issues impacting many
students' Clemson experiences.
We spent a lot of time thinking
about how to recognize and
address the situation from
a
Student
Government
perspective so that we can work
towards "Uniting Our Family."
In order to best address the
situation, we want to implement
a Diversity Board which would
consist of liaisons from several
key organizations on campus
and would meet once or twice
a month in a public forum
setting to allow students and
student leaders to discuss the
status of diversity and inclusion
on campus.

our fellow students so that
we can "unite our family" to
transform Clemson and come
together to "define our future."
Regarding tradition, we want to
reemphasize our foundation as a
land-grant university: agriculture
and military In order to
increase transparency, we have
included
several
inclusive
opportunities on our website
(www.shannon-shaq.com):
"Your Ideas," "Show Your
Support"
and
"Connect
With Us."

TTN:
"Tradition.
Transparency.
Transformation." There are
certainly three powerful words,
all of which address topics that
are of great importance to our
university at this time. What
do these three words mean to
you and what parts of your
platform and policies do you
feel substantiate their use?

Shannon
Shaq: We work
remarkably
well
together
as a team. Our strengths,
personalities and leadership
styles complement each other,
allowing us to work well together
not only as colleagues but also as
great friends. We are excited to
potentially have the opportunity
to serve alongside our peers,
friends and fellow students to
impact the direction of Clemson's
future. We are running because
we irrevocably, wholeheartedly
believe in bettering the future
of Clemson University. We are
running for the right reasons.

Shannon & Shaq: We want
to acknowledge the history
and heritage of our university
while increasing transparency
to ascertain the desires of

TTN: Why Shannon Kay and
Shaq Thomas? Why should
people vote for you and
what sets you apart from the
other candidates?
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Outlook Editor
Tflis Valentines Day,
the fan-fiction-turned
novel-turned
movie
is hitting theaters all over
the nation, bringing an upclose look into a previously
taboo form of intimate
relationship. I'm talking
about "Fifty Shades of
Grey," which illustrates, to
the uninformed, a BDSM
(Bondage
Discipline
Sadism and Masochism)
lifestyle and relationship.
What it actually portrays
is a dangerous and abusive
relationship that ignores
every aspect of a consensual
BDSM
relationship
in
favor of total control
and manipulation. The
modern-day
Romeo,
Christian Grey, isn't the
handsome lover the series
would lead you to believe,
nor a true representation of
a Dom (dominant partner).
This is not a love story.
Grey not only has the
protagonist, Ana, followed,
tracks her phone and
threatens to hunt her down
if she chooses to leave
him, but also physically
assaults
her
without
negotiation or permission.
Grey also commits the
ultimate transgression —
he ignores Ana's safeword.
The safeword is the most
honored aspect of a BDSM
relationship, as it signifies
a total removal of consent.
It
lets
the
dominant
partner know that the
submissive wants to end
the
scene
completely.
Ignoring a safeword and

continuing a scene isnt
a show of dominance,
it's rape.
BDSM
focuses
on
the
interpersonal
dynamics of erotic power
play (or dominance and
submission), role-playing,
restraint, impact, sensation
and other practices. The
mantra of the BDSM
community is safe, sane and
consensual, and a healthy
portrayal of a BDSM
relationship
involves
a
dominant persona who
controls the scene, and a
submissive persona who
participates at the will of
the Dom.
Dom and Sub are both
personas and positions that
exist in the bedroom only.
In shifting from an
intimate setting to a social
or professional one, the
personas slip away — as
BDSM rejects the notion
of a Dom completely
controlling the life of
another person. Complete
control dehumanizes the
partner and removes a
person's free will. Christian
Grey establishes himself
as Ana's dominant in
all aspects of her life.
Punishing her for choices
she makes in her social
and professional life. Grey
completely strips Ana of
any sense of power she has
over herself.
Before
starting
a
BDSM
relationship,
negotiation is the most
important
thing.
Both
participants
must
completely
understand
expectations, likes, dislikes,
fears, triggers, etc. Without

negotiating all aspects of
the shift in power, there is
no informed consent. The
submissive cannot give
consent to a relationship
they do not understand —
so if someone agrees to sex,
but masochism is not
discussed at all,
that
person has not consented
to any amount of pain
inflicted on them. Grey
not only initiates these
kinds of behaviors without
achieving Ana's consent,
but also manipulates her
to make her believe that
he can't help but behave
the way he does, and it is
her fault.
There
is
nothing
wrong with a consenting
BDSM relationship, where
both parties show respect
for one another. That is
not what "Fifty Shades of
Grey" is. The glamorizing
of non-consensual BDSM
is the glamorization of
violence against women
and the dehumanization
of partners. The series
misrepresents an entire
culture of people who
practice safe, sane and
consensual practices as their
mantra.
Romanticizing
this "relationship" can lead
to dangerous imitations of
this behavior, following
Grey's example to become
nothing more than an
abuser
and
a
rapist.
Shelters and graveyards are
full of women who have
met
their
very
own
Christian
Grey,
don't
let
this
disgusting,
romanticized series mean
that you become one
of them.
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Clemson University,
We are under attack.
The rights afforded to every
American, for which our fore
fathers fought and died to
preserve, are being threatened
for the sake of political
correctness. Without these
rights, we lose our sense of the
American ideology that makes
us the most exceptional nation
on Earth. It is an ideology
that believes in freedom,
justice, and the profound
proclamation that all men are
created equal. And it is only
through fighting to preserve
this ideology that we can hope
to continue our nation's proud
tradition of freedom.
Recent
events
have
spurred faculty members and
students ofthis great University
to call for a restriction on the
fundamental right to free
speech that is given to us by
the First Amendment of the
Constitution of the United
States. In a recent petition
appearing in The Tiger on
January 29, 2015, members of
the faculty and staff demanded
"...a public commitment
from the Clemson University
Administration to prosecute
criminally
predatory
behaviors and defamatory
speech." This is a blatant and
obvious attack on our rights
as students, members of the
Clemson community, and
citizens of the United States.
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Copy Editor
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Copy Editor
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In this country it is illegal
to restrict speech based on
the idea that some speech is
more veracious than others.
This is based on the certitude
that the only way to protect
anyone's speech is by fervidly
protecting everyone's speech,
not just those we agree with.
This is a quality that makes us
uniquely American, and it is
what sets us apart from, and
makes us better than, the rest
of the world.
The United States excels
in the area of free speech
even among western, more
progressive,
democracies.
For example, in the United
Kingdom,
there
is
no
guarantee of free speech.
Even in countries with a
written guarantee, there are
governmental
restrictions
that encumber this right. In
Canada free speech is subject
to parliamentary override,
and in Germany there are
laws that make it legal for
the government to criminally
prosecute those who engage
in speech that the government
deems inappropriate. These
circumscriptions are only
augmented in non-democratic
countries. Historically this
nation has stood above others
because of our ability to see
the value of our fundamental
rights, and it is through
this ability that we become
obligated to protect all aspects
of these rights.
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Chapel Hill Hate Crime
Remy Barnwell
Senior StaffWriter
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TnV
srudents
were
gunned
down
on
Tuesday.
All under the
Tu
age of 23, their lives were
cut
short.
Pronounced
dead at the scene, they did
not have a chance. Three
individuals will never get to
hold their loved ones again,
attend class, grab a cup of
Starbucks or catch a movie.
This happened in Chapel
Hill,
North
Carolina,
which is only 268.3 miles
away from Clemson. It is
extremely close.
Police are saying that
the murder was over a
parking dispute. Murder
is never acceptable, but I
am sure I am not the only
one that has ever been
angered by another driver
for cutting me off or taking
"my" parking space. I want
you to read my last sentence
very carefully ... "Angered

by another driver" The
preliminary reason for the
murder makes absolutely no
sense to me. I think it is the
most bogus excuse someone
could come up with. The
last time I checked, which
was about 20 minutes ago
when I went by myself to
get ice cream, it only takes
one person to drive a car. If
you want to lay blame for
a parking problem, only one
person can be at fault.
What have I left out,
you may ask? The three
slain students were MuslimAmerican. Three lives were
stolen on Tuesday and there
is almost no coverage of
it.
Is this a coincidence?
It is certainly possible, but
I highly doubt it. I think
that this was a hate crime;
a blatant hate crime. Had
the roles been reversed and a
Muslim-American had slain
three
White-Americans
then there is no doubt it
would have made national

Advertising Manager
BUSINESS
business.thetigernews@gmail.com

news. It
would most
likely have been labeled a
terrorist attack "fueled by
religious motivation." The
perpetrator's face would
be flashed on every major
news oudet and you would
never
forget his name.
But here? It's a parking
dispute. Hate crimes are not
something often mentioned
in American society. We are
"the good guys." Most of
you don't know the shooter's
name, I'm sure, and some
of you may not have even
heard of this crime. The
shooter is named Craig
Stephen Hicks, and because
of the bigotry in American
media, that is a name that
you probably won't see
again. This is a story that
may be on the news tonight
but by next week it "won't
be relevant." Don't fool
yourself into thinking this
isn't important and don't
forget the victims of hate
in America.

KATIE CRAWFORD

Business Manager
DISTRIBUTION
distribution.thetigemews@gmail.com
ALLTETATE

Distribution Manager
AID AN WARNER

Distribution Representative
KAISHA YOUNG

Distribution Representative

CONTACT US
MAIN OFFICE
315 Hendrix Student Center
Clemson University
Phone (864) 656-2150
Fax (864) 656-4772
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Anderson Independent Mail,
Anderson, S.C.
The Tiger is an independent
organization comprised of many
individuals. The opinions expressed
by any article may not necessarily
represent the views of The Tiger
Newspaper, Clemson University or
the Board of Trustees.
Letters to the Editor can
be submitted to
editor.thetigernews@gmail.com.
Letters shall be no longer than
400 words and will run at the
discretion of the Editor in Chief.

iliigenRant
If you're on the library
computers, playing
Candy Crush, get the
hell off so I can print
out what I need.
The price of beer is
too high downtown.

Math is really, really

Why are there pickles
in my no-pickle
Chick-Fil-A sandwich?

S/O to Stadium Suites
for having cold, brown
water this morning.

To the people who love
to run track meets or
C. House 3rd floor...
please don't.

Clemson parking
& construction are
literally the devils.
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Why is this week
going by so slow?
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KNOWING YOUR TIGERS:
BEHIND THE BALL WITH

INTERVIEW BY: RACHEL EAGLETON PHOTOGRAPHS BY: JOSHUA S. KELLY
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Nikki Dixon is seventh on Clemson's all-time scoring list and just the sixth player in school history to accumulate
1,500 points and 500 rebounds in her career. It's obvious how she leads her team on the court, but after meeting
with Dixon in Littlejohn last week, it became clear why she leads off the court. Fun-loving, hard working and
honest, take a look behind the ball with Nikki Dixon.
Rachel Eagleton: If I didn't
know
anything about
you, what would you
want for me to take from
this interview?
Nikki Dixon: That I have
a hidden talent. I can bark
like a legit dog. [Barks. Like
a legit dog. For real. Go
on to thetigernews.com to
hear it.]
RE: How would you
describe
yourself
on
the court as opposed to
off the court?
ND: I don't think that there
is any difference. On the
court, I'm full of energy; off
the court, I'm full of energy.
What you see is what you
get. I don't know, that's just
who I am.
RE:
How
coaches
you since
to Clemson?

have your
influenced
you came

ND: They've had a big
impact. I've had a coaching
change, which is something

that most athletes don't
go through. But both of
the coaches have pulled
so much greatness out of
me that I couldn't see for
myself and allowed me to
have the opportunity to
believe in myself as well
as what I can offer for
Clemson's program.
RE: What's your favorite
part about being an athlete
at Clemson?
ND: The gear is nice
[laughs]. I just want to make
an impact and I want to be
able to inspire young kids
around me and allow them
to understand that anything
is possible.
RE: What is your most
memorable
in-game
experience?
ND: I think it was my
freshman year against North
Carolina. We beat them at
home and they were a topranked team at the time and
I don't think we had beat a
top ranked team in a while

QUICK FACTS
SENIOR
5YCH0L0GY
LPHARETTA, GEORGIA
HOMETOli
UARD/#21
POSITION/NIL.
THE CANTEEN
FAVORITE PLACE ON L
ID'S
FAVORITE PLACE DOWNT
Wil'lli JHIi'WliSrMi]
SINGING
THE ALMA MATER AFTER THE END OF THE
GAMES
before we did in my freshman
year. I will never forget
that moment.
RE:
What
are
your
expectations for yourself,
personally, as well as
your team?
ND: Personally, I expect to
continue to be the leader
that I was born to be, on
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and off the court. And to
just excel not only on the
floor but in the classroom.
I expect us to win more
games than what we have
shown because we have it in
us, and I expect us to play
harder than what we have
been playing lately. We
need to get the job done,
so I expect us to get the
job done.

RE: What moment in
your life defined who you
are today?
ND: That's a tough one. If
I want to get sentimental
on everybody, when my
dad passed, I was actually
in college and it was my
sophomore year. Ever since
then I've pretty much
changed why I play the
game and why I am the way
I am and who I am. I've
become more determined
and more focused ever
since that happened, so
that
probably
defines
who I am.
RE: If you could tell the
Clemson Family one thing,
what would it be?
ND: Thank you for sticking
through the good and
the bad. Thank you for
your encouraging words
to me daily. Thank you
for the support. I can see
that y'all bleed orange
and purple and I couldn't
have done it without
you guys.
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Senior Rod Hall (No. 12) fights his way to the basket in the final seconds of the game.

Tigers beat themselves
late against Notre Dame
Henry Hutton
Senior StaffWriter
The
Clemson
men's
basketball team fell to No.
10 Notre Dame (22-4, 10-3
ACC) Tuesday night in a
heartbreaking 60-58 contest
when senior guard Damarcus
Harrison's potential gamewinning
three-pointer
bounced off the iron. The
loss is especially painful
considering that the upset
would have solidified the
Tigers' spot in the NCAA
bubble race, making them a
contender down the stretch.
However, the loss drops
Clemson to 14-10 (6-6 ACC)
and will make a tournament
run
difficult
(but
not
impossible) at this point in
the season.
The
Tigers
played
exceptionally well for the
majority of the game, as they
virtually led for all but the
opening and closing minutes.
Redshirt sophomore forward
Jaron Blossomgame had an
incredible night as he got
a
double-double,
scoring
17 points and securing 14
rebounds.
Harrison, who
was recently removed from
the starting lineup by Head
Coach Brad Brownell, had
one of his best games in recent
memory, as he came off the
bench to give Clemson 15
points, the only other Tiger
scoring double figures.

Clemson also played
consistently
strong
team
defense, holding a potent
Fighting Irish offense that
loves to shoot, and shoots
well, to only 60 points.
Although star (and likely
future first round pick and
brother of former Tiger Jerai
Grant) Jerian Grant did have
22 points, the Tigers were able
to very effectively slow down
his supporting cast, keeping
the score manageable.
As well as Clemson
played on Tuesday, the loss will
still be painful because they
did everything they needed to
win for the first 35 minutes of
the game. The Tigers moved
the ball well, shot a high
percentage from the field,
dominated the glass, played
solid defense, took care of the
ball and were not fazed by the
2-3 zone that Notre Dame
threw at them. However, as
the end came near, all of these
positives quickly fell apart
when the Irish were able to
come from behind to avoid
the upset.
With just over five
minutes in the game, Clemson
was up by three and Notre
Dame's Pat Connaughton
had just missed a layup from
which
Harrison
secured
the rebound. However, he
made a lazy outlet pass to
senior guard Rod Hall that
was intercepted for an easy
Notre Dame layup, a critical

moment that sparked the Irish
comeback. From then on,
the things that Clemson had
done well quickly fell apart.
In the final minutes, the
Tigers gave up back-to-back
offensive rebounds for tip-ins,
air-balled a three pointer and
looked like they had never
seen a zone defense before in
their life as the offense came
to a stunning, grinding halt.
Although it is encouraging
that Clemson could do all
those things so well for 35
minutes against a team like
Notre Dame, the next step for
the Tigers would be to finish a
game like this.
Although the last two
losses against Miami and
Notre Dame are a setback
for a Clemson squad that
had shown itself to be a
tournament
contender,
not all hope is lost. With
the exception of Duke and
Notre Dame again on the
road, the remaining teams
on Clemson's schedule are all
below the Tigers in the ACC
and are games they can and
should win. If Clemson can
get a win over Duke or Notre
Dame and win the games
they should, they will enter
the ACC Tournament with
an 11-7 record in the nation's
best conference. A few good
wins in the tournament to
add to that will make for an
interesting Selection Sunday
come mid-March.

•
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Top-notch coaching opportunities • Incredible sports facilities
Crystal-clear mountain lake and heated swimming pool
Days off in New York, Boston and the Berkshires
Camp trips: Whitewater rafting in ME, Boston, Cape Cod & CA
"Staff Only" lounge open nightly, complete with food and WiFi
Activities at night for staff • Staff of 150 from all over the world

Room & board plus travel allowance included. All facilities open
for staff use. Summer internship and college credits. 7-day staff
orientation. Hiring done on a rolling basis - Apply Now!
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Interviewers will be on campus at the
Clemson University Campfest on Thursday, February 12th
in the Hendrix Center, from 11:00 am to 3:00 pm.

where the

spirit is catching

For more information and to apply online:

www.campdanbee.com • (800) 392-3752
Enjoy a great summer that promises
to be unforgettable!

NES&NOBLEtfe
EMSON UNIVERSITY
OFF
ALL Clearance and Gift Sale!

YOU'RE INVITED:
The Bookstore invites YOU to stop by on
February 12th and 13th to check out the
HUGE clothing and gift
clearance sale! If it's a clearance item,
receive another 50% OFF!

WHEN & WHERE:
In store - February 12th
Atrium- February 13th from 9am-4pm
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-C W^S>o more than a guilty pleasure
By: Stu Pennebaker, Asst. TimeOut Editor
Romantic comedies rock.
If
you're
like
the
majority of my intelligent,
self-respecting friends, you're
probably rolling your eyes
right now. That's okay; I'm
shameless, and I know it.
There's nothing that can fix
a bad mood like re-watching
"When Harry Met Sally." I
love a good rom-com. I'm
Meg Ryan's biggest fan.
I get the opposition to
the romantic comedy genre
— it can feel like a formulated
way for some rich Hollywood
tycoon to get even richer.
Beautiful woman with one
quirky flaw overcome quirk
to fall in love with dashing
gentleman. It's over the top.
It's unrealistic. But sometimes,
it's genius.
Have you ever heard
of Nora Ephron? She pretty
much put Meg Ryan on the
map. Ephron is the genius
behind such rom-com legends
as "When Harry Met Sally"
and "Sleepless in Seattle."
Saying Nora Ephron invented
the romantic comedy would
be a little much, but she
did have a big hand in
making the world fall in love
with this genre.
Surprisingly,
Ephron
wasn't a hopeless romantic.
I always pictured her as the
living and breathing version
of the heart eyes emoji. As it
turns out, she was much, much
more.
Besides producing
and directing several of the
most well-known rom-coms
in existence, Ephron was a

journalist and essayist. She
wrote many pieces for the New
York Times and published
quite a few collections of her
essays, including "Crazy Salad:
Some Things About Women"
and "I Feel Bad About My
Neck." In her works, Ephron
wrote with a relatable and
witty voice. She delved into
deeper and more serious
subjects such as Watergate and
the role of women in society
but did so with a light tone,
writing about her obsession
with cooking and what her
life would have been like if
she'd had big breasts. This
funny lady created light,
feel-good movies the world
still loves today, but this
doesn't mean that she — or
her genre — lacked depth
or intelligence.
"When Harry Met Sally"
is one of Ephron's most famous
movies. It's a classic romantic
comedy, but it's the opposite
of a formulaic chick flick. Both
the storyline and th characters
are complex. No spoilers in
case you somehow haven't
seen this masterpiece, but
the plot twists in unexpected
ways, and both of the main
characters are delightfully
flawed. Sally doesn't have the
typical leading lady quirk,
like being absurdly clumsy
or
ridiculously
forgetful.
She's a blend of stubborn and
precocious,
but she's also
intelligent and ambitious.
The female character isn't the
only flawed one — Harry
is insensitive, blunt and

sometimes awkward while
still being charmingly goofy.
Ephron's characters don't fit a
formula. They seem like real,
relatable people.
Besides having an honest
voice and realistic take on
love, Ephron had a full career,
changing the role of women in
the media. Her fans include
such celebrities as Lena
Dunham and Mindy Kaling.
In an essay for the New
Yorker, Dunham said, "The
opportunity to be friends with
Nora in the last year of her life
informs the entirety of mine.
I am so grateful." Kaling and
Dunham are two of many
innovative women who are
busy creating roles that capture
the reality of being a modern
woman.
Their
television
characters are flawed, but they
are smart, funny and talented
— just as Ephron intended
her characters to be.
Rom-coms can be silly
— that is undeniably true.
But, in the grand scheme
of things, some silliness
in life is a great thing.
Ephron's movies had and
continue to have a remarkable
influence on women today.
And these movies are only
the beginnings of her entire
collection of work, in which
one finds honesty, inspiration
and wit.
Thank
you,
Nora
Ephron,
for
showing
a
generation of women that we
belong in the media, too, and
that chick flicks are more than
just a guilty pleasure.

"Nora was an era, We
pictured ourselves inside her
dreams and they became
ours. All wisdom, wit and
sparkle lights ,., "-Meg Ryan
"Nora was a person whose
gifts ot mind, amply displayed
as a young person in her
sharply observed journalistic
pieces and in her personal
wit, were, when I first met her,
kind ot scary: aimed and airy
at the same time .,," -Meryl Slreep
"Nora Ephron has been
the single most influential
person to me as an artist."
-Mindy Kaling

fj
ROMANCE GONE WRONG
SanaAzami
Senior StaffWriter
What tipped you off —
the exuberant displays of candy
hearts at the checkout station
at Walmart or the incessant
stream of BuzzFeed articles
on your Facebook timeline
promoting singlehood? Is this
simultaneously beloved and
detested holiday marked in
your calendar as Galentine's
Day, Singles Awareness Day
or as a reminder to make
reservations for a table for two
at Madam Puddifoot's Tea
Shop (Hogsmeade, Scodand)?
Love embodies itself in many
forms, from wistful one-sided
longing to diabolical lust and
mild to severe necrophilia.
Here are two atypical stories
of love for you in honor of
Valentines Day.

The Lady of Shalott
Once upon a time in the
great land of Camelot on the
island of Shalott, there lived
a maiden trapped within a
short, gray, four-sided tower.
We are never told how or why
she came to be trapped there;

we are only given the fact that
if she ever looked out of the
window, harm would befall her.
The only connection she had to
civilization beyond her tower
was a mirror that showed her
shadows of the outside world.
She spent her days
weaving tapestries of "magic
and light." At night, high,
sweet singing would ring
throughout the land, and the
workers would sigh, "Tis the fair
Lady of Camelot." From this, we
can assume that the field hands
had seen the lady before she was
cursed or were making futile
attempts to reassure themselves
that there were no ghosts amok.
Anyhow, one day Sir Lancelot
(aka resident stud) rode past
the tower singing and looking
like a comet in the purple sky.
Shalott falls in love immediately,
drops her work and looks out
her window. The mirror cracks,
and she feels death upon her.
So, she pulls on a snowy white
gown, makes her own funeral
barge and sets sail on the river
to Camelot, singing all the way.
Lancelot sees her in Camelot,
but all he can say is "she has a
lovely face, God in his mercy
lend her grace."

MBM

The Rose-Elf
This is another gem from
the man who brought you
"The Litde Mermaid."
True to its name, this is
the tale of an elf who lived in
a rose bud. One night it was
raining, and the bud closed
before he could make it home.
Soon after, a pair of lovers
came along. The maiden was
weeping because her wicked
older brother hated her lover
and was sending him away.
As a parting gift, the maiden
picked a rose and kissed it. The
kiss was so warm that the bud
opened up, and the elf slipped
inside. The man took the rose
and went on his way, only to be
killed by the brother as soon as
the maiden was out of sight.
The series of unfortunate
events continue, until the elf
finds himself in the maiden's
bedroom.
The
litde
elf
whispers in her ear to tell her
of her lover's death. When
she discovers his body in a
shallow grave, the girl takes her
beloveds decapitated head and
kisses his dead blue lips. She
then drops said head into her
shawl, picks a jasmine stem,

■■MMMMH

and returns home to plant the
head into a pot. Within the
next few months, a beautiful
jasmine erupts from the
pot, encouraged by the girl's
tears and the boy's head. The
girl faithfully kissed each
bloom, nurturing the spirits
that lived in the blossoms.
Eventually, she dies of a
broken heart.
The spirits within the
jasmine blooms — lonely
without their mistress —
avenged the girl, using wicked
dreams and poison darts on
her evil brother. The rose elf,
who had grown quite fond
of the girl, set off to find
the Queen of The Bees
before the jasmine blooms
kill her brother. When the
duo returns, they discover
the brother is dead. Villagers
crowded around the dead
body, calling for vengeance
against the jasmine. The
Queen
understands
what
has happened, and orders
her children to surround
the
jasmine.
One
man
drops
the pot,
and it
shatters
on
the
ground
revealing a bleached skull of the
dead lover.

Voiemm■?
a story by Joey Glass, contributor

She awoke to soft scratches
on the bedroom door. Her cats
beckoned for breakfast, a soft
chorus of meows, nearly half an
hour before her alarm was set to
go off. She got up to feed the two
hungry mouths she had rescued
from the shelter. She had a
thing for helping those in tough
situations. She rolled out of the
warm covers and stepped over
her Happy Birthday balloon
from last weekend, which had
sunk to the floor. Another year
older, another rainy Monday.
He had been in a weird
mood last night, though no
more than what could be
expected after a long day of
studying and writing. He never
claimed to be a very romantic
guy. Valentine's Day was coming
up on Saturday, and as far as she
could tell he didn't have anything
planned. Not that he normally
planned ahead.
He had mentioned that he
was pretty good with surprises.
But an English major is expected
to be smooth with words, and
she'd learned that declarations
spoken on a first date should be
taken with a grain of salt. That
was several months ago, and
she wanted to know where they
were headed.
She had gone all out for
Christmas — each gift was
wrapped individually with a
short personal note, mailed
together to his home address.
He had called her to say that she
had outdone Santa.
Then last week she wanted
a bonfire for her birthday, and it
didn't look like it was going to
happen. Yet somehow, he had
convinced the wind to calm
down by nightfall, and lo and
behold, he had found the perfect

place just outside Clemson city
limits, so her friends gathered
around a big bonfire just like she
had wanted.
Through holidays and
birthdays, he had successfully
avoided the L-Word. "Because
if you say it too early, then it
won't mean anything," he had
said defensively, not wanting
to say it in vain. Maybe believing
in love and believing in God
weren't all that different. He was
so intentional with his words,
but she wasn't shy about singing
four-letter lyrics.
"Make room," she said
with a smile. She sat next to
him on the couch, as he put
his arm around her. The calmer
of her two cats climbed on
top of them, while the next
episode of "Friends" began autoplaying on Netflix. She told
him that work would be busy
Saturday night, so she probably
wouldn't be able to switch shifts
with anyone.
"Not that you had
anything big planned anyway,"
she added.
Suddenly
he
stood,
upsetting the cuddling pyramid
of bodies and cats, and walked
over to his backpack. "What are
you doing?" she asked.
"Looking for something."
"Oh, like you're just going
to magically pull something
romantic out of there," she
said with a chuckle. "You
haven't even put any pictures
of us on Facebook!"
"There's something I want
to ask you," he said.
He pulled out a copy of
the school newspaper, turned
to this page and showed her
what he'd been planning
all along.
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Roommate troubles?
Relationship problems?
Tossing & turning?
Losing sleep over the
chaos that is your life?

14- Game of chance;
22- Turned;
24- Golfer Ballesteros;
26- Made a hole;
29-Benumbs;
31gratias;
32- Move slowly;
34- Ladies of Sp.;
37- It may be picked;
39- Asian sea;
40- Chair for two persons;
Down
42-Foxy,
1- Roof timber;
44-Quarrel;
2- "Cow Cow Boogie''
45-Sharpening;
singer Morse;
46- Electric resistance;
3-Ruffian;
47- Approached;
4- Rule, for short;
48- Complain;
5- Arch type;
50- One rrjaJdng fun;
6- Flow controlling device; 51- Salsa singer Cruz;
7- Goddess of wisdom;
53- "Lovergui" singer
8-Life story;
Marie;
9- Traditional passed-down 56- Rotisserie part;
knowledge;
57- Sea eagle;
10- Sicilian resort;
59- Up and
!;
11- Soprano Renara;
63- Baseball's Mel;
12-Dowry;
64- Chademagne's realm:
13-Blood vessel;
Abbr.;
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Jan. 20-Feb. 19

55- As a group;
58-Cry
River;
60- Mineral spring;
61-Perjurer,
62- Titan in Greek myth;
65- "Splendor in the Grass
screenwriter;
66-Soften;
67- Elderly, matured;
68- Verse of four feet;
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Gifts are by no means everything, but
they are something. Valentine's Day
provides a good chance to show your
significant other how much you care.

ARIES
March 21 - April 20
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Call your Mom. Yes, you. You have
k a woman in your life who loves you
beyond compare. Let her know the
reelings mutual!

Hot Valentine's Date? Put your best
foot forward, but above all else, be
yourself. If you are genuine, he or she
will genuinely enjoy your company.
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Low funds are no excuse for no Vday
plans. Where mere's a will, mere's a
way tap into that creative side and
make it happen!

VIRGO
Aug. 24 - Sept. 22

No Valentine? Fret not — you have
two men in your life who will always
be there for you. Yes, I am talking
about Ben and Jerry.

LIBRA
Sept. 23

Valentine's Day is all about lovt.
Sure, it might be a Hallmark holiday,
but show love to everyone on the
14th, no excuses. In fact, this should
be a year-round goal!
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Galenrine's day is alive and wdL Break
out the wine and cookie dough and get
your Nora Ephron on. Being single
does not mean being alone!
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Arc you a human slab of ice?
Fear not, Valentines Day means
chocolate, and chocolate can melt
any cynics heart

Don't be oblivious. Tuning in to your
m partners needs will make your holiday
20 much i t enjoyable.

"^f* June 22 - July 22
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1- Deserving of reproof,
11-Thrust with a knife;
15- Assertion made
without proof,
16-Central part;
17- Brass wind instrument;
18-Twice tetras
19- Children's game;
20- She raised Cain;
21- Made of baked day;
23- Big birds;
25- Wrap up;
27- Alamogordos county;
28- Stormed;
30- Pertaining to hearing;
33- Santa's aides;
35-Actress Rowlands;
36- Hanker;
38- In base 8;
41- Raised platform;
43- Biblical king;
45- Truly,
49- Lifeboat lowerer;
51- Rumsfelds predecessor,
52- China's Sun
-sen;
54majeste;

HOROSCOPES

A\

Oct. 23

h

Email us your deepest
darkest inner issues
and Agatha will provide
you with some words of
wisdom. All responses
will remain anonymous.

There is absolutely nothing wrong
with a good cry every once in a
while. Just remember, you're a stud
and the stars concur.

£*& SCORPIO

X

Oct. 24-Nov. 21

SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Is there any couples activity that's
L cuter than throwing a Frisbee? So
~ what if you're partner is your dog;
she's definitely a cutie.

^ CAPRICORN
Dec. 22-Jan. 19

'

Put the phone down, and actually look
at your Valentine. Love is easier to
share if you're not constantly consumed
with Trivia Crack.
Horoscopes by: TimeOut Staff

"BETTER CALL
»f

When I first heard that
Saul Goodman — the criminal
lawyer who worked for meth
kingpin Walter White in
"Breaking Bad" — was getting
his own spinofF series, I wasn't
sure how to feel. I was torn
between being excited for
the opportunity to revisit the
world of "Breaking Bad" and
mad at the possibility that
one of my favorite shows of
all time would be reduced
to
some
money-grabbing
publicity stunt.
After
watching
the
show's two-night premiere
(new episodes will continue
to air Monday night at 10
p.m.) I can happily say that
"Better Call Saul" is truly
outstanding. The first two
episodes have already nailed
the dark humor and stylish
direction that made "Breaking
Bad" an instant classic. Along
with the dark humor, Vince
Gilligan and Peter Gould
make smart callbacks to the
original series without letting
them overshadow Saul's story.
The black and white
opening of the pilot episode
"Uno" gives us our first glimpse
at Saul Goodman's life after
the events of Breaking Bad.
He's managing a Cinnabon
in Omaha, Nebraska (just
like he predicted) and is
visibly shaken by the idea that
someone might recognize him
despite his efforts to disguise
his identity (Saul is using a
new name, has a grown a new
mustache and is visibly losing
his hair). Later that night, a
paranoid and depressed Saul
drinks and watches an old tape
of one of his commercials.
During the entire scene, Saul
(still played by Bob Odenkirk)
doesn't utter a word.
He
doesn't have to.
We flash back to 2002.
Saul, still using his birth

BY: CODY SMOLDT,
CONTRIBUTOR
name Jimmy McGill, is a
small time public defender
in
Albuquerque,
New
Mexico. He's working out of
a boiler room in a Vietnamese
beauty salon and answering
phone calls with a fake voice
pretending to be his own
secretary. His current case is
representing three teenagers
who had been caught having
sex with the head of a
decapitated cadaver (this gross
humor recalls the melted body
falling through the ceiling in
an early episode of "Breaking

Bad").
Jonathan
Banks
reprises his role as fixer
and former police officer
Mike Ehrmantraut.
Mike
is working as a parking lot
attendant at the courthouse
and doesn't seem to know
Jimmy yet (beyond his refusal
to let Jimmy leave without
the proper number of parking
stickers). Banks is signed on
as a series regular, so it looks
like Mike and Jimmy will
continue to cross paths.
Walter White is definitely
not the only character that
"broke bad," and I can't wait
to see what's in store for the
two of them. Saul is greeted
at gunpoint by another past
character at the end of the
episode, but you'll have to
watch for yourself to find out
who it is.
Everything that made
"Breaking Bad" so outstanding
is back in "Better Call Saul."
It's all there — the disturbing
humor, the beautiful camera
work, the exceptional acting
and stylish direction — and it
all works to create a show that
is even bigger than the sum of
its parts. It's everything that
a good spinoff should be and
a worthy successor to one of
the greatest television series of
all time.

Are you a great note taker?
Do you make awesome study guides?
Want to help other students?
And ... do you want to possibly make
some extra $$ while you're at it?
Student Disability Services is looking
for responsible, organized and hard
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KINGSMORE STAO
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working students who take great
notes and who are interested in
helping other students.

/ SATURDAY
M. BASKETBALL vs VIRGINIA TECH
12.00PM//UTTLEJOHH COLISEUM

BASEBALL vs WEST VIRGINIA
2:00PM II ooue KinOSMORC STAOIOM

We are excited to announce a partnership with Flashnotes.com.
Be part of an exciting opportunity that
can benefit those who have access to
note takers, the note takers and other
Clemson students!

SUNDAY
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CLEMSON

WEST VIRGINIA

STUDENT DISABILITY SERVICES
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For more information on becoming a

ALL HOME REGULAR SEASON GAMES ARE FREE WITH A
VALID CLEMSON STUDENT ID.

note taker, contact Raegan or Kate at
flashnotes@lists.clemson.edu

CLENS0NTIGERS.COM

I WANT YOU
TO WRTTE FOR TIMEOUT
email tigertimeout@gmail.com for more information
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FUN. FRESH. AFFORDABLE

3 & 4 BEDROOM OPTIONS AVAIL
FOR ALL FLOOR PLANS
INDIVIDUAL LEASES

in

ROOMMATE MATCHING

k>:

PRIVATE BED AND BATH

i ri

FULL SIZE WASHER/DRYER
WALK-IN CLOSETS
DISHWASHER
CABLE & INTERNET
WATER & SEWAGE
24/7 CLUBHOUSE
COMPUTER LAB
FITNESS CENTER
2 SWIMMING POOLS
SAND VOLLEYBALL
CONFERENCE ROOM
CABANA
BASKETBALL COURT
FREE TANNING
ON-CALL MAINTENANCE
COURTESY PATROL
RESIDENT EVENTS
ON-SITE MANAGEMENT
& MORE!

ASK HOW YOU CAN GET $175
OFF SEPTEMBER RENT!

864.639.5728
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UVClemson@tpco.com | @UVClemson
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